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Research Question

 What explains seeming conflicts of interest among 
the clients of registered lobbyists?

 Previous research suggests:

 Conflicts occur often: hospitals regularly hire tobacco 
lobbyists (Goldstein and Bearman 1996).

 Multi-client lobbying is more prevalent than ever, so there 
is more potential for conflicts (Strickland and Crosson 2023).

 Conflicts may undermine representation of individual 
clients and magnify inequalities in influence. 
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Theory: acceptable levels of risks…

 Applying McMunigal (2001), not all conflicts pose 
actual harm to client interests.

 Some lobbyists can balance competing interests.

 Rather, clients weigh risks of harm with the benefits of 
hiring individual lobbyists.

 Levels of risk acceptance vary by group type and 
political-legal context. (This is what we test.)
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Theory: acceptable levels of risks…
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Theory: acceptable levels of risks…

 Group type…

 Membership groups and groups with donors have more to 
lose (i.e., members, donors) from harm than institutions

 Among membership groups, purposive groups have more to lose 
than economic groups.

 The “fact that [the lobbyist] represents a tobacco company, 
now that I am aware of it... will be problematic...” 
(membership health group).

 “We simply hire the [lobbyists] we feel that are most effective 
in carrying our message to the legislative bodies” (health 
insurance group).
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Theory: acceptable levels of risks…

 Political and legal context…

 Competition for personal access to legislators may 
increase risk acceptance.

 Reporting requirements may increase risk acceptance.

 Anti-conflict laws (requiring lobbyists to inform clients) 
may discourage conflicts directly.

 Possible interactive or multiplicative effects.
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Original Data

 We measure how often healthcare groups hired 
lobbyists who also represented tobacco groups.

 Generally, a proxy for risk acceptance, but not proof of 
harm.

 American states have variation in group types and 
political contexts.

 All healthcare interests registered to lobby in 1989 or 
2009 (or both): 9,745 interest-state-year observations.
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Total Interests and Conflicts
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Measurement
 Unit of analysis: group-state-year (n = 9745).

 Dep. var: number of tobacco lobbyists hired.

 Controls: total lobbyists (logged), total tobacco 
groups in state, state and year effects.

 Exp. vars: group type (occupational membership, 
advocacy membership, other); groups per 
legislator; anti-conflict law (0, 1), reporting 
requirements (0-7 scale).
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Method

 Two negative-binomial regressions with robust 
errors predicting total tobacco lobbyists hired.

 Two zero-inflated regressions with robust errors 
with one variable (total tobacco groups) in zero-
inflated logistic.

 All other specifications remain the same.
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Intergroup Differences
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Interstate Differences
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Checking for Confounders
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 However, Goldstein and Bearman (1996) found that 
all tobacco lobbyists were multi-client lobbyists…
 Givel and Glantz (2001) found they were paid well…

 So, do groups merely hire tobacco lobbyists “by 
accident” when they hire multi-client lobbyists and 
pay them well? Do intergroup differences remain?

 Using 2018 data from five states, I control for multi-
client lobbyist numbers and pay levels.
 Also examine tobacco hiring among non-health groups.
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Summary of Findings

 Persistent support for intergroup differences 
among healthcare interests: health advocacy 
groups avoid tobacco lobbyists.

 Support for interstate differences: crowded 
group environments encourage risky hiring, anti-
conflict laws discourage conflicts, and reporting 
encourages risk.

 Possible interaction between crowdedness and 
reporting.
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Implications

 Despite decline of tobacco use and 1998 Master 
Settlement, tobacco lobbyists now more numerous 
and embedded than ever (conflicts more frequent).

 Although groups try to minimize risk of harm (i.e., 
shirking), many accept risk because they face 
seemingly minimal consequences.
 True costs to group of lobbyist shirking are unknown 

but may be quite large. (Agent lobbies against you.)

 Hence, large assemblies and anti-conflict laws may 
improve representation of interests generally.
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